Website Disclaimer
Please read this disclaimer carefully. This disclaimer limits the liability of HOUSINGAGENT.com B.V. to
you for issues that may arise in connection with its website and applies to all users. We recommend that
you seek legal advice for clarification if you do not understand this disclaimer before using the
HOUSINGAGENT.com website
1. HOUSINGAGENT.com B.V. makes no warranty or representation that this website will meet your
requirements, that it will be of satisfactory quality, that it will be fit for a particular purpose, that it will not
infringe the rights of third parties, that it will be compatible with all systems, that it will be secure and that
all information provided will be accurate. We make no guarantee of any specific results from the use of
this website.
2. HOUSINGAGENT.com B.V. (or its directors, officers, agents, representatives, advertisers, distributors,
partners, licensees, employees or others involved in creating, sponsoring, promoting, or otherwise
making available the site and its contents) shall not be liable for (i) any punitive, special, indirect or
consequential loss or damages, any loss of production, loss of profit, loss of revenue, loss of contract,
loss of or damage to goodwill or reputation, loss of claim, (ii) any inaccuracy relating to the (descriptive)
information (including reviews and ratings) of the goods and services listed on our website, (iii) the
services rendered or the products offered by the service provider or other business partners, (iv) any
(direct, indirect, consequential or punitive) damages, losses or costs suffered, incurred or paid by you,
pursuant to, arising out of or in connection with the use, inability to use or delay of our website, or (v) any
(personal) injury, death, property damage, or other (direct, indirect, special, consequential or punitive)
damages, losses or costs suffered, incurred or paid by you, whether due to (legal) acts, errors, breaches,
(gross) negligence, willful misconduct, omissions, non-performance, misrepresentations, tort or strict
liability by or (wholly or partly) attributable to the goods or services provided by any of our other business
partners (including any of their employees, directors, officers, agents, representatives or affiliated
companies) whose products or service are (directly or indirectly) made available, offered or promoted on
or through the website, including any strike, force majeure or any other event beyond our control.
3. HOUSINGAGENT.com makes no warranty that the content on its website is accurate or reliable, or that
the functionality of its website and services will be uninterrupted or error free.
4. HOUSINGAGENT.com will not be liable to you, or your business for any loss suffered (even if such loss
is foreseeable) in relation to your use or inability to use their website or services, any inaccuracies or
delays to its website or services or any reliance by you on the content contained on its website. No part of
this website is intended to constitute advice and the content of this website should not be relied upon
when making any decisions or taking any action of any kind.
5. No part of this website is intended to constitute a contractual offer capable of acceptance. No goods and /
or services by third parties are sold through this website and product and / or service details of third
parties are provided for information purposes only.
6. Whilst every effort has been made to ensure that all graphical representations of products and / or
descriptions of services available from HOUSINGAGENT.com correspond to the actual products and / or
services, HOUSINGAGENT.com is not responsible for any variations from these descriptions.
7. HOUSINGAGENT.com is based on information submitted by the public, HOUSINGAGENT.com users,
various individuals and businesses and does not represent the views of HOUSINGAGENT.com (or its
directors, officers, agents, representatives, advertisers, distributors, partners, licensees or employees).
HOUSINGAGENT.com cannot be held responsible for omissions or inaccurate claims that may appear.
8. By uploading photos/images onto our system (for instance in addition to a review) you certify, warrant and
agree that you own the copyright to the photos/images and that you agree that HOUSINGAGENT.com
may use the uploaded photos/images on its (mobile) website and app, and in (online/offline) promotional
materials and publications and as HOUSINGAGENT.com at its discretion sees fit. You are granting
HOUSINGAGENT.com a non-exclusive, worldwide, irrevocable, unconditional, perpetual right and license
to use, reproduce, display, have reproduced, distribute, sublicense, communicate and make available the
photos/images as HOUSINGAGENT.com at its discretion sees fit. By uploading these photos/images the
person uploading the picture(s) accepts full legal and moral responsibility of any and all legal claims that
are made by any third parties (including, but not limited to, the business and service providers) due to
HOUSINGAGENT.com publishing and using these photos/images. HOUSINGAGENT.com does not own
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or endorse the photos/images that are uploaded. The truthfulness, validity and right to use of all
photos/images is assumed by the person who uploaded the photo, and is not the responsibility of
HOUSINGAGENT.com. HOUSINGAGENT.com disclaims all responsibility and liability for the pictures
posted. The person who uploaded the photo warrants that the photos/images shall not contain any
viruses, Trojans or infected files and shall not contain any pornographic, illegal, obscene, insulting,
objectionable or inappropriate material and does not infringe any third party (intellectual property right,
copyright or privacy) rights. Any photo/image that does not meet the aforesaid criteria will not be posted
and/or can be removed/deleted by HOUSINGAGENT.com at any time and without prior notice.
The content which you upload must be accurate, true, up to date and genuine. Content must be relevant
and appropriate. Content must not be threatening or abusive. Content must not contain defamatory,
obscene, aggressive, offensive, hateful, inflammatory or rude material or promote discrimination in any
way.
HOUSINGAGENT.com does not represent, warrant or guarantee the quality, timing, integrity,
responsibility, legality or any other aspect whatsoever of the materials or services delivered by its
business users or reviewed businesses to their customers.
HOUSINGAGENT.com reserves the right at any time to modify, remove or withhold (parts of) the content
at any time without having to inform you first.
By using the HOUSINGAGENT.com service, you expressly agree not to hold HOUSINGAGENT.com (or
its directors, officers, agents, representatives, advertisers, distributors, partners, licensees or employees)
liable for any instruction, advice or services delivered which originated through its website or associated
services. HOUSINGAGENT.com expressly disclaims any liability whatsoever for any damage, lawsuits,
claims and/ or controversies that have arisen or may arise, whether known or unknown by them.
HOUSINGAGENT.com reserves the right to change prices and alter or remove any special offers from
time to time and as necessary.
HOUSINGAGENT.com is hosted on servers located in The Netherlands. HOUSINGAGENT.com abides
fully to the laws of the country the servers are located.
This website disclaimer and the relationship between you and HOUSINGAGENT.com shall be governed
by and construed in accordance with the Dutch law and you agree to submit to the exclusive jurisdiction
of the Courts of The Netherlands, location Amsterdam.

